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ABSTRACT
Biomedical literature retrieval has greatly benefited from recent
advances in neural languagemodeling. In particular, fine-tuning pre-
trained contextual language models has shown impressive results
in recent biomedical retrieval evaluation campaigns. Nevertheless,
current approaches neglect the inherent structure available from
biomedical abstracts, which are (often explicitly) organised into
semantically coherent sections such as background, methods, re-
sults, and conclusions. In this paper, we investigate the suitability of
leveraging biomedical abstract sections for fine-tuning pretrained
contextual language models at a finer granularity. Our results on
two TREC biomedical test collections demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed structured fine-tuning regime in contrast to
a standard fine-tuning that does not leverage structure. Through
an ablation study, we show that models fine-tuned on individual
sections are able to capture potentially useful word contexts that
may be otherwise ignored by structure-agnostic models.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Bioinformatics; • Information sys-
tems → Retrieval models and ranking.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of biomedical articles are being published
each year. The latest snapshot of MEDLINE/PubMed — a well-
known biomedical article database — has more than 30 million
articles. The use of information retrieval (IR) models in this do-
main has become of ever-increasing importance to find the most
relevant content to a given biomedical information need. Consider
the question: “how long does coronavirus survive on surfaces?” Even
since 2020, there has been a huge number of articles published
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on coronavirus [33]. Meanwhile, it is reported that experienced
biomedical search professionals can take between 30 seconds and
several minutes to screen a single article [29], which demands a high
effectiveness from the available biomedical search tools. Indeed,
evidence-based medicine necessarily relies on scientific literature
retrieval [16].

For this reason, there have been several evaluation campaigns
aimed at promoting the research and development of effective
biomedical search techniques. Among recent campaigns, we note
the TREC Clinical Decision Support/Precision Medicine tracks [26,
27], as well as the CLEF eHealth Lab for systematic reviews [13].
More recently, the TREC Covid campaign was designed around an
evolving corpus of coronavirus-related biomedical literature [33].
One finding of note from the TREC Covid participants [32] is the
high effectiveness of state-of-the-art neural ranking models based
on pretrained contextual embeddings, such as BERT [23] and Sci-
BERT [4], when applied to the raw text of biomedical abstracts. Such
models are fine-tuned using a large number of queries. However,
these models neglect the inherent structure available from a con-
siderable percentage of abstracts in biomedical articles [3, 25, 31],
which clearly identify section headings such as “background” and
“conclusions”.1 In this paper, we investigate how neural rankers
based on SciBERT models can be fine-tuned to effectively take into
account the section structure underlying biomedical abstracts.

The contributions of this work are two-fold: (i) we propose
an alternative fine-tuning regime that produces multiple ranking
models focused on different sections of the input text; and (ii) we
thoroughly evaluate the proposed structured fine-tuning regime
across two standard test collections for biomedical retrieval. Our
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed structured
fine-tuning regime compared to a state-of-the-art contextual em-
bedding approach fine-tuned at the abstract level.

2 RELATEDWORK
The use of advanced IR techniques to improve scientific literature
search has become an essential part of modern biomedical search
engines [10, 13, 27, 32]. Of particular interest to this work, the BERT
contextual language model (LM) [8] and many of its extensions
and variants such as ALBERT [17], SciBERT [4], or RoBERTa [20]
have shown significant improvements in several natural language
processing (NLP) tasks, such as question answering, named entity
recognition, and passage retrieval [21, 23]. More recently, some
variants of the BERT language model have been proposed for the
scientific literature domain, such as SciBERT [4] and BioBERT [18].
In practice, each LM variant is focused on absorbing the specific
context of texts in the domain to better represent the semantics
of words in a vocabulary. In this paper, we take a step further and

1 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/policy/structured_abstracts.html
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propose to fine-tune suchmodels to exploit the context of individual
abstract sections. To the best of our knowledge, our framework is
the first to leverage the abstract structure for fine-tuning contextual
embedding models for biomedical search.

The effective use of document structure has been the subject
of intense research in IR over the years. For instance, Wilkin-
son [34] investigated strategies to combine document-level evidence
and evidence from individual document fields such as “purpose”,
“summary”, and “title”. This included taking the maximum or the
weighted average score across fields, potentially combined with a
document-level score. Later work into field-based IR models [15, 28]
showed that it may be beneficial to leverage the entire document
structure jointly as opposed to estimating field-specific scores to be
later aggregated at the document level. More recently, extensions of
neural ranking models have also been applied to effectively lever-
age document structure [2, 7, 19, 30, 35]. Field-based models are
particularly suited to arbitrarily structured domains with varying-
length and potentially missing fields. In contrast and by construc-
tion, biomedical article abstracts show a remarkably consistent
structure typically centred around five roughly evenly-sized fields:
background, objective, methods, results, and conclusions [25, 31].
To take advantage of such a regularity, we revisit the hypothe-
sis of field-level aggregation and investigate the usefulness of the
available abstract structure for fine-tuning contextual embedding
models as features for effectively ranking biomedical articles.

3 STRUCTURED FINE-TUNING
Fine-tuning pretrained contextual language models has shown im-
pressive results in several downstream retrieval tasks including
biomedical retrieval [27, 32]. Our approach builds upon a standard
cascading architecture for fine-tuning contextual language mod-
els [23]. For each query 𝑞, we retrieve an initial ranking of 𝑘 biomed-
ical abstracts 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 to be re-ranked. Each ⟨𝑞, 𝑎⟩ pair is concatenated
with a [SEP] token in between and fed into a pretrained SciBERT
model [4]. On top of SciBERT’s [CLS] token embedding, we stack a
single linear combination layer to obtain a prediction ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) that
abstract 𝑎 is relevant for query 𝑞. Fine-tuning is performed using
the pairwise cross-entropy loss [5], according to:

L = log
(
1 + 𝑒−ℎ𝐴 (𝑞,𝑎+,𝑎−)

)
, (1)

where 𝑎+ and 𝑎− are respectively relevant and non-relevant ab-
stracts sampled from 𝐴, and ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎+, 𝑎−) = ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎+) − ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎−).
Note the subscript 𝐴 in the ℎ𝐴 model to emphasise the fact that the
model is fine-tuned on a collection of unstructured abstracts.

Structured abstract information in the form of explicit section
headings (e.g. “background”, “methods”, “results”, “conclusions”) has
been strongly recommended in most medical databases to facilitate
readability, organisation and retrieval [3, 25, 31]. We hypothesise
that leveraging such information can also help improve representa-
tion learning on biomedical abstracts. However, given the diversity
of publication venues, submission guidelines, and even different
authors’ writing preferences, it is estimated that only around 25% of
published biomedical articles are structured and the used structure
scheme varies [11, 12, 22]. As a result, several approaches have
been proposed throughout the years to segment article abstracts

Table 1: Salient statistics of the used test collections.

Collection #Docs #Train.
Queries

#Test
Queries

#Rel. per
Train.
Query

#Rel.
per Test
Query

TREC-PM 29,138,919 80 40 119.8 142.0
TREC-COVID 191,175 0 50 - 218.2

into coherent sections [1, 22, 24, 36]. In this paper, we adopt a stan-
dard classification approach [24] for identifying article sections —
whenever section information is missing — and instead focus on
how to leverage this structure for effective retrieval.

To effectively leverage abstract structure, we investigate the
suitability of fine-tuning multiple pretrained SciBERT models con-
currently, with each model focusing on a different abstract sec-
tion. More precisely, assuming structured abstracts of the form
𝑎 = (𝑎𝑠 | 𝑠 ∈ {𝐵,𝑀, 𝑅,𝐶}),2 we learn one model ℎ𝐴𝑠

per section,
which is fine-tuned on a projection 𝐴𝑠 of the original collection
𝐴 comprising only the target section (i.e. 𝐴𝑠 = {𝑎𝑠 | 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴}).
Analogously to Equation (1), we learn ℎ𝐴𝑠

that minimises:

L = log
(
1 + 𝑒−ℎ𝐴𝑠 (𝑞,𝑎+𝑠 ,𝑎−𝑠 )

)
, (2)

where 𝑎+𝑠 (𝑎−𝑠 ) is analogous to 𝑎+ (𝑎−) in Equation (1). In the next
sections, we will assess the suitability of such a structured fine-
tuning for effective biomedical retrieval.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We aim to answer the following research questions:
RQ1. How effective is the proposed structured fine-tuning regime

for biomedical literature retrieval?
RQ2. How do different biomedical abstract sections contribute to

retrieval effectiveness?

Test Collections. We build upon the evaluation paradigm pro-
vided by two recent TREC biomedical search campaigns. The TREC
Precision Medicine (PM) track [27] test collection comprises over
29M abstracts from MEDLINE/PubMed, one of the largest and most
important scientific literature databases available in the biomedi-
cal domain. Each of its 120 queries describes a cancer patient case
with a certain type of cancer and the relevant gene variants. The
relevance judgements of TREC-PM are made by physicians trained
in medical informatics, who assign a relevance score to an article
abstract ranging from 0 (non-relevant) to 2 (highly relevant).

Our second test collection corresponds to the 5th and final round
of TREC-COVID, an evaluation campaign built around the CORD-
19 Open Research Dataset,3 a joint effort to collect COVID-related
scientific literature. Each of the 50 available queries comes in three
variants with increasing lengths. We use a concatenation of all three
query formats as input, which performed effectively in previous
rounds of TREC-COVID. Relevance judgements follow the same
procedure of TREC-PM. Salient statistics of the test collections used
in both campaigns are shown in Table 1.

2 𝐵,𝑀, 𝑅,𝐶 are short for “background”, “methods”, “results”, and “conclusions”.
3 https://pages.semanticscholar.org/coronavirus-research
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Indexing and Retrieval. We use Terrier 5.24 for indexing the title
and abstract of each article after applying Porter’s stemmer and
removing standard English stopwords. For the initial retrieval in our
cascading architecture, we use DFRee for TREC-PM and DFRee with
Bo1 query expansion for TREC-COVID with the default parameters
in Terrier and retrieve the top 1,000 abstracts per query.

Unstructured Fine-Tuning. As the base neural architecture for
our experiments, we use SciBERT (SciVOCAB, Uncased) [4], which
outperformed other contextual embedding models such as vanilla
BERT and ColBERT in our preliminary experiments for both TREC-
PM and TREC-COVID. As a strong biomedical reranking baseline,
we fine-tune a pretrained SciBERT model [4] using all queries from
TREC-PM 2017 and 2018 and the abstracts from the top 1,000 articles
retrieved by DFRee for each query. Fine-tuning is performed using
CEDR5 with its recommended hyperparameters [21]. For ease of
reference, we denote this baseline model as “global”.

Structured Fine-Tuning. To test the benefits of our proposed struc-
tured fine-tuning regime, we use the same setup previously de-
scribed for the unstructured fine-tuning, however with individual
abstract sections rather than entire abstracts used as input, as de-
scribed in Equation (2). To infer the underlying structure for ab-
stracts not already manually structured into sections, we adopt a
standard multi-class sentence classification approach, with a fixed
set of four abstract sections as classes: “background”, “methods”,
“results”, and “conclusions”.6 As training instances for classifica-
tion, we use 9,194 sentences extracted from the MEDLINE/PubMed
corpus with their corresponding section label. To represent each
sentence, we use a sparse 19,746-dimensional TF-IDF representa-
tion augmented with a numeric feature indicating the sentence
position in the abstract. As our sentence classifier, we use logistic
regression, which showed the highest accuracy in our preliminary
investigation compared to other classifiers implemented in Scikit-
learn 0.23.2.7 Given structured abstracts, in addition to the global
model ℎ𝐴 , we learn “local” models for all four abstract sections: ℎ𝐴𝐵

(background), ℎ𝐴𝑀
(methods), ℎ𝐴𝑅

(results), and ℎ𝐴𝐶
(conclusions).

Evaluation procedure. To assess the effectiveness of structured
fine-tuning, we aggregate the predictions of all five models previ-
ously described (the global model ℎ𝐴 as well as the local models
ℎ𝐴𝐵

, ℎ𝐴𝑀
, ℎ𝐴𝑅

, and ℎ𝐴𝐶
) to produce the final score for each query-

abstract pair. As aggregation methods, we use both the sum as well
as the maximum of all predictions.8 For testing, we use two held-out
query sets: PM19, which includes all 40 queries from TREC-PM 2019,
and COVID, which includes all 50 queries of TREC-COVID round 5.
As evaluation metrics, we report normalised discounted cumulative
gain (nDCG), mean average precision (MAP), and precision@10
(P@10). All results are statistically validated using Student’s paired
𝑡-test with significance levels 𝛼 = 0.05 and 𝛼 = 0.01.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our experiments aimed to
answer the research questions introduced in Section 4.
4 http://terrier.org 5 https://github.com/Georgetown-IR-Lab/cedr 6 These
sections correspond to official NLM category tags used in PubMed and are the
most frequent among the structured abstracts available in our test collections.
7 https://scikit-learn.org/ 8 More complex aggregation methods such as Lamb-
daMART [6] did not provide further significant improvements in our preliminary
investigations.

Table 2: Retrieval effectiveness of different rankings lever-
aging globally (ℎ𝐴) and locally (ℎ𝐴𝑠

| 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 = {𝐵,𝑀, 𝑅,𝐶})
fine-tuned SciBERT models as features. The symbols † and
‡ denote significant increases over the global model in the
first row for 𝑝 < 0.05 and 𝑝 < 0.01, respectively.

# Features Agg NDCG MAP P@10

PM
19

1 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } – 0.530 0.206 0.456
2 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } sum 0.526 0.209 0.462
3 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴𝑠 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } sum 0.569‡ 0.262‡ 0.562‡
4 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } max 0.517 0.198 0.428
5 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴𝑠 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } max 0.533 0.217 0.465

CO
VI
D

1 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } – 0.467 0.160 0.402
2 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } sum 0.486† 0.180‡ 0.484‡
3 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴𝑠 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } sum 0.492‡ 0.192‡ 0.516‡
4 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } max 0.475 0.169 0.454
5 {ℎ𝐴 (𝑞, 𝑎) } ∪ {ℎ𝐴𝑠 (𝑞, 𝑎𝑠 ) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 } max 0.482† 0.175‡ 0.438

5.1 (RQ1) Retrieval Effectiveness
To address RQ1, we assess the effectiveness of our proposed struc-
tured fine-tuning regime for biomedical retrieval. To this end, we
leverage both globally (ℎ𝐴) as well as locally (ℎ𝐴𝑠

| 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 =

{𝐵,𝑀, 𝑅,𝐶}) fine-tuned SciBERT models as features for ranking
biomedical abstracts, aggregated with either a sum or max operator.
Table 2 shows the results of this investigation for both the PM19
and COVID test sets in terms of nDCG, MAP, and P@10. As our
first baseline, we consider a single-feature ranking leveraging the
globally fine-tunedℎ𝐴 model (row #1), which represents the current
practice in fine-tuning BERT-based models for ranking [21, 23]. To
control for the effect of simply leveraging multiple features, as our
second baseline, we consider multi-feature rankings generated by
applying the globally fine-tuned, section-agnostic ℎ𝐴 model to each
individual abstract section (rows #2 and #4 for the sum and max fea-
ture aggregation, respectively). Such multi-feature baselines differ
from our proposed approach (rows #3 and #5 for the sum and max
aggregation, respectively), which leverages as a feature for a given
section a SciBERT model locally fine-tuned on that same section.

From the top half of Table 2, we first note that, for PM19, lever-
aging individual sections with a globally fine-tuned model (the
multi-feature baseline in rows #2 and #4) does not significantly
improve upon the global model applied only once to the entire
abstract (the single-feature baseline in row #1). In contrast, when
locally fine-tuned features are considered (our approach in rows #3
and #5), consistent and significant improvements are attained for
the sum aggregator (row #3), but not for max (row #5). This suggests
different sections contribute complementary information, which in
turn is only fully exploited via local fine-tuning. For COVID, in the
bottom half of Table 2, even though the multi-feature baseline is
effective (rows #2 and #4), our proposed fine-tuning regime once
again delivers further consistent and significant improvements, this
time for both the sum and max aggregators (rows #3 and #5). Recall-
ing RQ1, these results demonstrate the effectiveness of fine-tuning
multiple SciBERT models focused on different sections of the input
biomedical abstracts, as an alternative to the standard practice of
performing one global fine-tuning on the entire input.
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Figure 1: Term ablation study of TREC-PM topic #25
(“melanoma NRAS Q61H”) for a passage (x-axis) in a highly
relevant abstract (#23855428) scored by different models (y-
axis). Each cell quantifies the emphasis a givenmodel places
on a given token as the observed difference in the model
score for the abstract caused by removing the token (the
higher the difference, the more emphasis is placed).

5.2 (RQ2) Feature Importance
The results in Section 5.1 suggest that multiple sections contribute
to the effectiveness of our approach, as evidenced by a performance
drop observed when scores from only one section are leveraged
through the max aggregator in the PM19 query set. To complete
our investigation, we address RQ2 by further assessing the im-
pact of section-specific scores on the effectiveness of our proposed
approach. To this end, Table 3 shows an ablation study on PM19,
highlighting the importance of fine-tuned model scores for different
abstract sections as well as the entire abstract as ranking features.
As expected, the original abstract score plays a major role in our
aggregated model, causing a significant drop in performance when
this feature is removed. However, we also note that all the section-
specific scores contribute significantly to the overall effectiveness of
the model according to at least one of the evaluation metrics. In par-
ticular, when we discard evidence from the “conclusions” section,
effectiveness drops significantly according to all metrics, being the
only individual section to cause a significant decrease in all three
metrics. In contrast, “background” seems somewhat redundant,
incurring the least penalty in effectiveness when discarded.

Zooming into an illustrative example, Figure 1 shows how differ-
ent models (y-axis) emphasise different tokens (x-axis) in a passage
from a selected biomedical abstract judged relevant by medical
experts and boosted by our structured fine-tuning approach from
rank 20 to rank 1 in the ranking for query “melanoma NRAS Q61H”.
In the figure, each cell quantifies the contribution a token has on
the final score assigned by each model to the selected abstract (for
a given row, red indicates a positive contribution whereas blue
indicates a negative contribution). From Figure 1, we first note that
different models emphasise different tokens (or even the same to-
ken in different contexts). For instance, we observe that the second
occurrence of token “braf” (just before “mutation”) has a different
impact on the overall abstract scoring depending on the model
considered. In particular, the score given by the global model ℎ𝐴
correlates negatively (blue) with this token, while the score given

Table 3: Impact in retrieval performance on PM19 when re-
moving individual features from our summed feature aggre-
gation. Symbols † and ‡ denote significant decreases from
the baseline (first row) for 𝑝 < 0.05 and 𝑝 < 0.01, respectively.

Set of features NDCG MAP P@10
Using all sections 0.569 0.262 0.562
(-) Original Abstract 0.561 (-0.008)‡ 0.249 (-0.013)‡ 0.532 (-0.030)‡
(-) Background 0.565 (-0.004) 0.254 (-0.008)† 0.547 (-0.015)

(-) Methods 0.564 (-0.005)† 0.252 (-0.010)‡ 0.557 (-0.005)

(-) Results 0.563 (-0.006)‡ 0.253 (-0.009)‡ 0.551 (-0.011)

(-) Conclusions 0.564 (-0.005)‡ 0.251 (-0.011)‡ 0.540 (-0.022)†

by most local models ℎ𝐴𝑠
, most notably “background” and “meth-

ods”, is positively correlated (red). Mutations in the NRAS and
BRAF genes are present in 30% and 43% of metastatic melanomas,
respectively [9]. Often, studies discussing NRAS-target therapies
also include relevant information (such as clinical benefits) about
BRAF-target therapies. Although the global, abstract-level model
considered that the presence of “braf” should decrease the abstract
score, this analysis suggests that, at a section-level, the models are
able to detect the relevance of this specific token, which contributes
to boosting the abstract in the ranking. Recalling RQ2, these ob-
servations support our hypothesis that section-based fine-tuned
models can emphasize differently the tokens of an abstract, ulti-
mately leading to more effective biomedical ranking models.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented a simple but effective framework for
biomedical literature retrieval, which leverages the articles’ abstract
structure to extract and combine multiple section-based features —
e.g. features from abstract sections such as “background”, “methods”,
“results”, and “conclusions” — instead of using only the original ab-
stract text as in common approaches for biomedical IR. We show
that these improvements can be achieved by using recently pro-
posed natural language processing approaches, such as pretrained
BERT-based models fine-tuned to individual abstract sections. We
validated our framework using two standard and recent test collec-
tions for biomedical literature search, namely, the TREC Precision
Medicine (PM) and the TREC-COVID collections.

Several directions remain open to future research. For instance,
we aim to gauge if the results of our framework can be generalized
to other domains beyond the biomedical field. Moreover, we intend
to study the performance of combinations of this approach with
other retrievalmodels, including other recently proposed contextual
embedding models such as ColBERT [14]. In the same vein, our
results revisit the discussion on modelling field-based evidence
separately, in contrast to the joint modelling advocated by field-
based approaches (both non-neural and neural). In particular, our
results suggest that fine-tuning contextual embeddings may be a
suitable direction for capturing field-based evidence that otherwise
had to be modelled jointly.
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